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Abstract
Drought is the most severe disaster compared to other disasters in human civilization and their
impacts are serious which can cause hungur, thrist, food shortages, loss of livestock directly effects
the human life. The main objective of this project is to develop an early warning system (EWS) [3]
for drought indices by using wireless sensor networks (WSNs) which is the only way forward for an
on-site monitoring and validation of locally defined drought indices [3].
The designed wireless sensor network (WSN) consisting of a sensor unit, a master unit and a
sensor power management unit (PMU). The sensor unit measures the moisture of the soil and
transmitt the measured data through ZigBee module to the master unit. A real time clock (RTC) is
also used in the sensor unit which records the information of second, minute, hour, day, month of
day and year about when or what time the measurement taken. The master unit consisting of a SDcard and Bluetooth module. SD-card is used to store measured data from other sensor units and it
is possible to take out the reading of measured data from the master unit by accessing the SD-card
via Bluetooth inside the master unit to a PC or a smartphone mobile.
To manage the power in the sensor unit and to make sensor alive for several years, the power
management unit (PMU) manages the power level between two energy storage buffers (i.e., a
supercapacitor and a Li+ ion battery) for a sensor node.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Today the wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have became the most dominant and promising
technology. Since this technology has been involved in every field of science and technology such
as, environment monitoring, medical bio-sciences, chemical industries, industrial automation,
military projects, security, home automation, agriculture, traveling and transportation, electronic
industries and weaponry.
A wireless sensor network links the physical sens to the digital world for capturing and revealing
physically phenomena and converting these into a form that can be processed, stored and acted
upon it [1].
The work performed in this project is the development of an independent low power, maintenance
free and a long life sensor module capable of measuring soil moisture. The sensor is capable to
measuring moisture level in the soil by means of resistance in the soil and able to receive and
transmit the measured quantity of moisture of soil to the other sensors. A master unit has also been
designed which receive data from other sensor units. The master unit contain a SD memory card
which stores measured data from large number of sensor units. Therefore, eliminating the need of
internal ROM inside the sensor units. It is also possible for measured data to copy it from the
master unit to a PC or a mobile using Bluetooth module to process it further and for measurements.

1.2 Problem Description
Drought is the most complex and a kind of silent disaster among other natural disasters and it
severely affects the people's life than any other natural disasters [2]. The impact of drought is that it
is the main cause of destroying field corps which leads to the problems of acute food shortage,
livestock, hunger and even starvation and other health issues [3]. Therefore, the main objective of
this project is to develop a low cost, energy efficient, low power sensor network, monitoring the soil
moisture in the field corps as an early warning system for drought (EWS) [3]. The sensor network
should able to provide dense spatial information about water deficit and also should able to indicate
specified threshold level of dryness in the chosen area and send an alert for to mitigate the
problems of drought in the field corps.

1.3 Project Background
This thesis work continued from the last project ''A low power sensor module for soil moisture
measurement with a focus on Bluetooth'' performed at ISY Department of Linkoping University
which was the project mission from SMHI, SIDA (Swedish International Development Cooperation
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Agency) and CSPR (Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research) in Norrköping ( Department
of Water) [4]. The project original name was ' Local-scale early warnings for drought – can they
increase community resilience?'.
The scenario chosen for this project was the limpopo located in South Africa around the limpopo
river which spans four countries, South Africa, Mozambique, Botswana and Zimbabwe covering
the large area for irrigation and grazing. The project aim was to design a low power self power
management prototype wireless sensor network as an early-warning system (EWS) [3] for
monitoring and validation of locally defined drought indices [3] in the field corps which should be a
robust, energy efficient, self power managing, capable of running for several years without
maintenance and must cope with natural stresses. The system design consisting of a sensor
module called sensor unit measuring the soil moisture, main unit called master unit that handle
with the data from the multiple sensors and a self power management unit (PMU). A single sensor
unit may performs various tasks such as measurement of soil moisture, sending data to the main
unit and collecting data from the other sensor units via a ZigBee module. A master unit which
collects data from other sensor units can also be communicate with a PC or a mobile using
Bluetooth module to store and processing of data.

1.4 Structure of the Report
The report is describing, first an introduction to the project and problem description then literature
review and theory with some fundamental concepts of sensor and wireless sensor networks and
then a survey to WSN protocols. In the final portion the report is describing about hardware design
of the project, measurements and results and then discussion and future work.
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the project work and its background with problem
description. Chapter 2 defines droughts, impact of droughts and drought types, some basic
definitions of sensing and sensors, soil moisture measurement techniques, sensor architecture,
communication interfaces, wireless sensor network and WSN protocols, currently available low
power sensor modules and then conclusion. Chapter 3 defines the hardware implementations of
low power sensor module, includes the implementation of the sensor power management system
and implementation of sensor and master unit with detail and functions of their components
describing methods and interfaces. Chapter 4 gives the information about hardware setup and
results and finally Chapter 5 is about the discussion and future work.

1.5 Results
The protoype design of wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a self power managing unit
(PMU), a sensor unit which measures the moisture of the soil and a master unit which gather the
measured data from other sensor units. Each unit have been designed and tested individually on a
breadboard. A PCB of prototype wireless sensor network (WSN) is also designed which integrates
all three systems (i.e.; sensor unit, master unit and sensor power management unit). The sensor
and master units have been designed and implemented in the previous work of this project. In this
report we have developed a sensor power source which is a self power managing system and an
energy harvesting source for an autonomous sensor, capable of running for many years without
any maintenance.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
The literature review for this project was started from the problems and impacts caused by the
droughts in the field corps. The drought level and its condition would be monitor using wireless
sensor by measuring the moisture level in the soil using sensors. Different basic terminologies have
been taken in the literature review for the project work such as, drought and droughts types,
sensing and sensors, wireless sensor network and WSN architecture, WSN standards and its
protocols and network topologies, soil moisture sensing methods and currently available low power
soil moisture sensors.

2.2 What is droughts
Drought has no specific or proper definition. It is hard to define drought, because droughts having
different natural properties varies with different areas of the world [5]. It varies as climate changes
such as reduced rainfall and level of underground water varies from region to region [6]. It happens
almost every year in many area of the world [5] and remains for a season. Drought's impacts are
severe to human life such as acute food shortage and loss of livestock [3]. In general, drought
caused by shortage of rainfall over an extended period of time, usually for a season (i.e., from 5 to
8 months) resulting in water shortage for agricultural or for an environmental sectors [6]. It is very
important to make difference between drought and aridity. Because, the aridity is the permanent
state of low rainfall in certain areas on earth such as desert and drought is seasonal which occurs
temporarily [5].

2.2.1 Impact of droughts
Drought severely affects the livelihood of million of peoples around the world. A serious drought can
cause a disaster-triggering agent that exacerbates social and economic problems [7] such as, food
shortages, loss of livestock due to depletion of pasture and water resources as well as cause to
health issues. The impacts also cause school drop-outs and migration of people from rural to urban
areas [3] and reduces the overall livelihood security of a society [7].
As the chosen scenario for the thesis work was the limpopo river basin located in South Africa,
where droughts affects the livelihood of 200 million people living out there [7]. Therefore, the study
done in this project is about droughts mainly focused on the areas of South Africa where droughts
problems are severe than other countries relatively and it is generally acknowledged that low
resources of agriculture is no longer capable of meeting the livelihood demands due to rising
populations in these fragile dryland environments of South Africa [7]. Figure 1 is showing the map
of effected areas of South Africa due to fragile dryland environments.
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Figure 1: Map of dryland basins of South Africa.

The drylands is the common name of arid, semiarid and dry subhumid ecosystems that are
characterized by low and irregular rainfall and high evapotranspiration and cyclical droughts. In
areas with summer rainfall, arid zones typically receive less than 400 mm of rainfall annually, while
semi-arid and dry subhumid zones receive about 400-600 mm and more than 600 mm respectively
[7].
The irregular rainfalls is the major fact of great variability in the climate of South Africa. The chart in
figure 2 shows the series of consecutive rainfall in eastern cape at churchhill dam of South Africa
from year 1951 to 2009 [8]. The series of years has been shown horizontally and vertically it shows
the rainfall in millimeter (mm).
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Figure 2: The variability of rainfall at churchhill dam from 1951 to 2009 focusing on drought.

The impacts brought by drought are devastating. The year 1992 was the most widespread
droughts over last 45 years. Last lowest consecutive rainfall was from 2008 to 2009 [8].
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2.2.2 Droughts Types
There are four types of drought which have been discussed in the section as,
•
•
•
•

Meteorological Drought
Agricultural Drought
Hydrological Drought and
Socioeconomic Drought

The four types of droughts are explained as under,

2.2.2.1 Meteorological Drought
Meteorological drought is defined as, it is a predetermined level of precipitation by a precipitation
deficiency threshold over a predetermined period of time [9] on the order of months or years during
which the actual moisture supply at a given place consistently falls below the climatically
appropriate moisture supply [10]. However the definition varies across different areas where the
normal rainfall varies.

2.2.2.2 Agricultural Drought
Agricultural drought defines how agriculture is effected by drought. It focuses on rainfall lacks, the
difference between actual and potential evapotranspiration (the sum of evaporation and
transpiration from plants), soil moisture of lacks or reduced groundwater. This is compared to how
much water the crops requires or how much water the cattle need. Agricultural drought usually
occurs during or after a meteorological drought but before hydrological drought [5] [6] [7].

2.2.2.3 Hydrological Drought
Hydrological drought cause due to deficiency of surface or subsurface water supplies [10] such as
lack of water reservoirs, lakes and groundwater. Hydrological drought is often lagging in
measurement compared to other drought indicators [10] as levels in groundwater or lakes not
directly effected by rainfall [5] [6].

2.2.2.4 Socioeconomic Drought
Socioeconomic drought deals with, when lack of water affects the quality of life and health of
people, when demand exceeds the supply of a financial product that is dependent on water, then
the conditions of water resources, livestock feeds, hydropower define the socioeconomic drought
[5] [6].
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Figure 3: The interrelationship between different types of droughts, longer the drought greater the dependency will
occurs of managing the available reservoirs.

Figure 3: shows the relationship between the different types of drought. Meteorological droughts
occur more frequently than of the rest because it can take several months before the precipitation
of the lack effects the water supplies and groundwater.

2.3 Sensor and Sensing
A sensor is an electronic device which sens the physical phenomena or physical quantity emits
from a object or material or from a process such as, heat, cold, pressure, movement, light waves,
sound waves, change of states of a process includes sensing of hundreds of physical quantities or
processes. An object performing such sensing tasks is called sensor. We can refer the phenomena
of sensing by taking an example of human senses such as, a human body equipped with touching
and remote sensing. The feeling of the heat, cold, moisture of an object or material, bitter, sweet,
salt and so on. All are the examples of touching sensors and the sensing that are able to capture
the optical information from the environment (eyes), acoustic information such as sound (voice
hearing by ears) and smells (sensing by nose) are the examples of remote sensors as they do not
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need to touch the monitored object to gather the information. From a technical perspective, a
sensor is a device which translates physical parameters or events in the physical world into
electrical signals that can be measured and analyzed. Or simply a sensor is a transducer which
converts energy from the physical world into the electrical energy which is able to pass to a
computing system or to a controller [1].

2.4 Classifications and Examples of Sensors
The choice of selecting a sensor for an application depends on the physical property of an object
to be monitored for example such properties include temperature, pressure, light, sound,
movement, moisture or humidity [1] and so on. Table 1 shows the classification and some common
examples of sensors according to their physical properties.
Type

Examples

Temperature

Thermistors & Thermocoupler

Pressure

Pressure gauges & Barometers

Optical

Photodiodes, Infrared sensors & CCD sensors

Acoustic

Piezoelectric Resonators & Microphones

Mechanical

Strain gauges, Capacitive Diaphragms & Piezoresistive cells

Motion

Vibration accelerometers & Photo sensors

Flow

Anemometers & Mass air ﬂow sensors

Position

GPS sensors & Ultrasound-based sensors

Electromagnetic

Magnetometers

Humidity

Capacitive and resistive sensors & MEMS-based humidity sensors

Radiation

Ionization detectors, Geiger - Mueller counters
Table 1: Classification and examples of sensors.

2.5 How Sensor Works
As we discussed earlier a sensor is a transducer which transforms one form of energy into another
form of energy (e.g., heat, radiations, light energy into electrical signals), in physical world this
phenomena often referred to as process, system or plant [1]. A sensor may perform its operation
based on sensing-conditioning-signal processing as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Sensing operation.

When a sensor sens a physical quantity from a process it gives us the response in the form of
electrical signal and the resulting electrical signal is then fed to the signal conditioning, where
variety of operations can be applied to the resulting signal to prepare it for further use such as,
signal ampliﬁcation and filtering to remove unwanted noise [1] and interference etc. In order to
keep the information for observation that what we are measuring using sensors, the electrical
signal is then converted into digital signal by using digital-to-analog converter ( DAC ) which is then
understandable by a processor for further processing, storing and visualization [1]. For example a
temperature sensor can convert the temperature corresponds to its measuring voltages (electrical
signal). The ADC is used to measure the voltages and convert it to a digital number which is
readable and understandable to a processor. The processor take the digital number, process it and
calculate the temperature.
Modern sensor networks have complete feedback loop (i.e., include sensing and data acquisition)
which allows them to directly control the physical world and called as wireless sensor and actuator
network (WSAN) [1] which takes commands from the processing device (controller) and transforms
these commands into input signals for the actuator, which then interacts with a physical process,
thereby forming a closed control loop [1].

2.6 Sensor Node Architecture
A basic sensor node at least consist of four subsystems which defines the architecture of a sensor
node. The sensor architecture defines the hardware design process of a sensor where the choice
of hardware components plays important role in the cost, size and energy consumption [11]. A
sensor node is the central elements in a wireless sensor network (WSN), the sensing, processing
and communication take place via that sensor node [1]. The quality, size and frequency of the
sensed data that can be extracted from the network are inﬂuenced by the physical resources
available to the node. Therefore, the design process of a wireless sensor node is a critical step [2].
A sensor node may consist of the subsystems like sensor subsystem, processing subsystem,
communication subsystem and the power subsystem as shown in figure 5 redrawn from [11].
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Figure 5: Basic sensor node architecture.

All the units in the architecture are controlled by processing subsystem using appropriate
communication protocols and data-processing algorithms and it is possible to extend the
architecture by some additional functions which leads sensor to more capabilities like location
awareness, mobility, energy replenishing system etc [11].

2.7 Communication Interfaces
In a sensor node all subsystems are connected to the processing unit as described in section 2.6.
So choosing a right type of processor and subsystems interface technique plays vital role in
performance and as well as in the energy consumption. The choice of communication interfaces
between serial interfaces are mostly serial peripheral interface (SPI) and inter-integrated circuit
(I2C) or some time universal serial bus (USB).

2.7.1 I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit)
I²C protocol developed by Philips Semiconductor over more than 20 years ago. It is a multimaster,
half duplex and synchronous serial communication bus and has initially rate of 100 kbps
(Standard-mode) but at present most of the components supports 400 kbps I²C transmission rate.
The I²C has two modes of operating speed, Fast mode with a rate of 400 kbps and High speed
mode (Hs-mode) with a transmission rate of 3.4 Mbps [1].
The easiest way to use I²C bus is a master and one or more slaves. This way master is in control
of the bus and no arbitration (arbitration between two master devices) take place. The earlier
versions of I²C bus was using 7-bit addressing which mean that, theoretically one can have 128
(27) connected devices. However, there are a number of reserved addresses (4 bits are reserved),
which allowing 112 (i.e., 27-24) devices to be uniquely addressed, but later this turn out to be
insufﬁcient due to the increasing number of devices. Now I2C using 10-bit addressing and this
makes it possible to have up to 1008 (i.e., 210-24) devices connected.
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In the standard-mode protocol shown in figure 6, a master device ﬂags the start condition (S) and
transmits slave’s 7-bit address, then the master defines read/write interest. At the sane time, slave
sends an acknowledgment (ACK). Afterward, the data transmitter sends a 1-byte (8-bits) data,
which is then acknowledged by the receiver. If there is still data to be sent, the transmitter keeps on
sending and the receiver keeps on acknowledging in return. Finally, the master raises the stop ﬂag
(stop condition) to signify the end of a communication. In the new protocol shown in figure 7, after
the start condition (S), a leading 11110 introduces the 10-bit addressing scheme. The last two
address bits of the 1st byte concatenated with the eight bits of the 2nd byte form the whole 10-bit
address. Devices that only use 7-bit addressing simply ignore messages with the leading 11110 [1].

Figure 6: Standard communication Protocol in I2C bus.

Figure 7: The new protocol in I2C bus showed with the first 2 bytes of a transfer and the 10-bit address.
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2.7.2 SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface)
SPI is a high speed serial communication protocol developed in 1980s by Motorola. The SPI is full
duplex synchronous serial bus. The SPI uses a master/slave relationship where the master starts
communication and control the clock. Since it is a full-duplex transmission of data in both directions
simultaneously so simplest approach is to use two units as, one master and one slave. The Chip
Select (CS) must be used when there is only one slave to choose.
The data rate for SPI may come up to a few Mbps. The SPI has no form of addressing to the slave
units without communicating with the device selected by SC. SPI uses four ports MOSI (Master
Output Slave Input), MISO (Master Input Slave Output), SCLK and CS [12] [13].

Figure 8: SPI Communication Examples.

Figure 8 is an example of the SPI transmission where both readings can be done in descending or
rising edge of clock depending on the CPHA, and CPOL are set. The CPOL determines whether
the clock signal to start high or low depending on the CPHA data is read by the rising or by falling
edge. The figure 8 has shown two examples where CPHA = 0 then readout occurs at the falling
edge and for CPOL = 1, the falling edge = 0 for CPOL [4].

2.7.3 USB (Universal serial Bus)
USB is the only communications protocol which is not wireless. If we use USB communication, the
major advantage of USB protocol is that when connecting to a computer, this would not put any
communicating load on the battery and result in low power consumption in master unit. The USB
protocol is very fast as compared to previous methods of communication protocol. There are
various versions of USB communication seperated according to their data rates.
USB Version
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Data Rate

USB 1.0

1.5 Mbps

USB 1.1

12 Mbps

USB 2.0

480 Mbps

USB 3.0

5 Gbps

2.8 Wireless Sensor Network
A wireless sensor network comprises of sensor nodes separated remotely in a geographically area.
A wireless sensor network may contain more than hundreds and thousands of autonomic,selforganizing nodes and co-operating with each other to performs measuring, computing, data
processing, environmental monitoring that gives someone the ability to observe and react to events
in a specified environment. The sensors in the network connected directly to the controllers and
processing stations using local area network (LAN) [1], and these sensors in the network can
communicate wirelessly to a centralized processing station [1].
In a sensor network the capabilities of sensors may vary widely for example, a simple sensor node
can have just single task of sensing physical phenomena and communicates information about
observed physical environment. While a sensor with more enhanced features may have various
tasks with more complex devices and different sensing techniques (e.g., acoustic, optical,
magnetic) and may include with different communication capabilities such as, using ultrasound,
infrared, or RF - based with varying data rate and latencies [1]. Figure 9 is showing a general view
to a wireless sensor network.

Figure 9: Overview of a wireless sensor network

2.8.1 Sensor Network Protocols
Sensor nodes share the communication channel to transmit their data to the other sensors with the
certain set of rules called network protocols. These protocols have very strong impact on network's
performance and efficiency. The recent design factors and challenges for wireless sensor network's
protocols are the energy consumption, robustness to environment and scalability to number of
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sensor nodes [14]. A well chosen plan for the use of protocols in a sensor network may leads to a
better solution to these types of challenges such as, low latency, reduction in data transmission
and receiving over the wireless channel (i.e., aggregation of data) and maximization of network life
time (i.e., energy aware routing) will give hand to the energy depletion challenge [12]. Most of the
sensor networks uses MAC (medium access control) protocol which considered to be as sub-layer
of the data link layer of the OSI reference model [1].

2.8.1.1 The architecture of Protocol Stack
The protocol stack of a sensor network defines the integration of power and routing (i.e., energy
aware routing) and integrate the data with networking protocols (i.e., data aggregation) allows to
communicate power efficiently through the wireless channel and give promising performance of
the sensor nodes (i.e., task management plane) [14].
The figure 10 redrawn from [14] is showing the architecture of protocol stack made up of
application layer, transport layer, network layer, data link layer, physical layer, power management,
mobility management, and task management planes [14].

Figure 10: Architecture of sensor network's protocols.

There are two major protocols mainly used in the Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) for low
power and low data rates are, IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee stack [15].

2.8.2 IEEE 802.15 Standard Family
IEEE 802.15 family have many standards which are targeted at WPANs [16]. The targeted
standards are,
•
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802.15.1: Lower layers of Bluetooth 1.x protocol stack.

•

802.15.2: The standard include adaptive frequency hopping, power control, and techniques
to avoid same frequencies in the network.

•

802.15.2: The standard include adaptive frequency hopping, power control, and techniques
to avoid same frequencies in the network.

•

802.15.3: The starndard design for high speed WPAN for multimedia applications with data
rates from 55 MB/s up to several GB/s.

•

802.15.4: The standard uses Physical (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers for
Low Rate-Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-WPANs).

•

802.15.5: Mesh networking functionality for above WPANs.

•

802.15.6: Body Area Network (BAN) which operate in and around the human body.

•

802.15.7: PHY/MAC for Visible Light Communications (VLC) [16].

Some later standards after IEEE 802.15.4 standard and their properties are listed below in table 2.
Standard

Frequency (MHZ) Data rate (kbps)

Protocol Layers

Security
Encryption

PHY MAC NTWK TRP APS ACL

IEEE 802.15.4

868

20

-

915

40

-

2400

250

-

-

-

-

DASH7

433

27.8

IEEE1902.1
(RuBee)

0.13

1.2

ZigBee1
6LoWPAN

2

Table 2: IEEE 802.15.4 and later communication standards and their properties.

Supports

Doesnot Supports

1

Uses IEEE 802.15.4 as PHY and MAC layers

2

Uses IEEE 802.15.4 as PHY layer
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2.8.3 IEEE 802.15.4 protocols
The IEEE 802.15.4 is the standard from the IEEE family. IEEE 802.15.4 is relatively popular
standard for Physical (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers focusing on low data rate,
low complexity and low power consumption Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs) [15], and
therefore used as basis for other standards shown in figure 11.

Figure 11: IEEE 802.15.4 and related protocols [16].

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard supports three types of network devices:
•

Personal Area Network (PAN) coordinator

•

Coordinators and

•

Devices

The PAN coordinator initiates the network and serves as gateway to the other networks. The
coordinators collaborate with each other for data routing and network self-organization and the
devices do not have the ability for routing the data and can communicate only with coordinators
[16]. IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines two types of devices to reduces the complexity in a network,
a Full Function Device (FFD) and Reduced Function Device (RFD) [16] that can communicate only
with the FFD but the FFD can communicate with both RFDs and FFDs in the network. The IEEE
standard 802.15.4 also supports two PHY layer options as, low frequency band 868/915 MHz uses
BPSK modulation and high frequency band uses 2.4 GHz PHY uses Offset Quadrature Phase
Shift Keying (O-QPSK) modulation [15] to transmit data.

2.8.4 Data Centric protocols
Data centric is routing protocol algorithm for unstructured wireless sensor networks where no: of
sensors deployed randomly which is not a good plan to assign global identiﬁers to each sensor
node due to those absolute number of sensors' deployment in a region and this lack of global
identiﬁcation between the deployed sensors makes difficulty in selecting a speciﬁc number of
sensor nodes to be queried [17]. Therefore, data will be transmitted from each sensor node with
signiﬁcant redundancy which is an ineﬃcient routing protocol and will take much time to deliver the
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data. This problem of routing in a sensor network has led to data centric routing, where routes are
created between the addressable nodes and managed in the network layer of the communication
stack [17].
The data centric routing has further its two types as,
•

Address Centric ( AC) routing

•

Data Centric (DC) routing

In Address Centric (AC) routing each sensor node sends its data independently to the sink shown
in example of figure 12, where total no: of transmission are 8 as, 3 + 3 + 2 = 8 [18] which is not
good enough in energy efficiency. On the other hand Data Centric (DC) routing form a data
aggregation tree, where at every sensor node we wait for until all its sources have sent their data
and then aggregate their data to send to the parent (sink). This way we reduce the total
transmission from 8 to 5 in the same example as it has shown in figure 13 which saves energy
compared to the Address Centric (AC) routing.

Figure 12: Example Address Centric (AC) routing.
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Figure 13: Example Direct Centric (DC) routing.

The first Data Centric (DC) protocol developed was ”SPIN” [19] which consider data negotitaion
between nodes in order to reduce the transmissions and save energy [17]. Other similar protocols
such as Direct Diffusion, LEACH [20] developed later and has became successful in Data Centric
(DC) routing.
Similar concepts to the above protocols are gossiping and flooding [17]. The flooding is easy to
implement but it has some drawbacks. Such as, in flooding protocol each sensor node receives
and tarnsmitt data to all of its neighbors sensor nodes and this continues until the data reach to the
desired location or until the maximum number of hops for the packet data is reached [17] cause
large transmissions and energy hungry. The main darwaback in flooding are the impolsion and
overlap problem shown in figure 14 and figure 15 redrwan from [17]. Impolsion occurs due to
duplicated messages sent to the same node, and overlap problem is when two nodes sensing the
common region and transmitt the same data information to the same neighbor, results in large
transmission and consumes large amount of energy [17]. On the other gossiping is the enhanced
version of flooding which solves the problem of impolsion by selecting a random node to transmitt
information rather than broadcasting to all the neighbouring sensors. However this may produce
delays in propagation of data through the deployed nodes [17].
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Figure 14: Impolsion problem in nodes.

Figure 15: The overlap problem in nodes. A and B are covering an overlapped area and C is getting the same copy
of data form A and B [17].
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2.8.5 Wireless Sensor Network Topologies
The network topologies defines how FFDs and RFDs relate and communicate with each other. A
802.15.4 network always has one FFD device that acts as a PAN coordinator. The PAN coordinator
initiates the network and operates often as a gateway to other networks [16] and communicates
with other RFDs in the network using three common topologies as, star, peer to peer (also called
mesh) and Tree (clustered) as shown in 16.

Figure 16: Network topologies in IEEE 802.15.4.

In peer to peer or mesh topology all the nodes or devices communiate with each other and without
need of to go through a PAN device [21], but except of two RFDs with each other. In the peer-topeer topology, an arbitrary array of connections can be created between a FFD and the PAN
coordinator [15]. One advantage of peer-to-peer topology is that each peer device can be
functioned as both a client and a server.
In star topology networking a PAN device act as centralized communications hub. All the
communication between nodes, routed via centralized PAN coordinator [21] and each node can
not communicate directly with each other in the star network [15].
The tree networks uses PAN as the main communication router and often called root node. Further
down in the hierarchy FFD comes as central hub and this based on RFDs which only can
communicate with FFDs of the root node. Most of the devices in cluster trees are FFDs [15].

2.9 ZigBee
ZigBee is an IEEE 802.15.4 standard with business and consumer devices, deigned for lower data
rates, longer life and to provide high efficient connectivity between small packets devices. The
ZigBee standard promotes network and application layers on top of the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY and
MAC layers [16] and these PHY and MAC layers consisting the RF and communication
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components that communicate with other devices. The ZigBee stack contains the networking layer,
an application support sub-layer and a security service provider (SSP) [15] as shown in figure 17.

Figure 17: ZigBee stack layer.

In a ZigBee platform the SSP deals with the methods for data encryption, key generation, key
distribution, and authentication. The ZigBee Device Object (ZDO) manages the network by
assigning the role of the device within the network (as a coordinator or as an end device),
discovers other devices and determines which application services they provide, and establish a
secure relationship between network devices [16].

2.10 6LoWPAN
IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) [16] is the international Open
standard they enables the wireless '' internet of things'' and brings IP to the smallest of devices, i.e.,
sensors and controllers [22]. It enables the transmission of IP packets using IEEE 802.15.4 in the
sensor networks which can act seamlessly as a part of the global Internet, thus enabling the use of
wide range of existing IP-based applications and technologies [16].

2.11 ONE NET
ONE-NET is an open source standard for sensor network designed for low cost, low power contol
networks [23]. A WSN speciﬁcation for ONE NET uses IEEE 802.15.4 compatible transceivers
while specifying MAC and routing layers [16]. It uses UHF (Ultra High Frequency) ISM (Industry
Scientific and Medical) radio transceivers and operates in 868 Mhz frequency band. The ONE-NET
uses wide band FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) for encoded data transmission. The ONE NET
feature with dynamic data rate protocol operates with the basic data rate of 38 kbit/s and the
specification per node of dynamic data rate configuration allows up to 230 kbit/s data rates [23]. In
ONE-NET all transmissions are encrypted with XTEA2 algorithm and ONE-NET supports low duty
cycling for battery powered devices [16].
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2.12 DASH7
DASH7 is a wireless communication technology based on ISO 18000-7 standard is an open
source wireless sensor networking targeted at very low rate data, lower power, and longer range
applications which operates in the 433 MHz unlicensed ISM band [24].
The DASH7 comprises of the following key features [25].
•

Range: Adjustable from 10 meters to 10 kilometers.

•

Power: less than 1 milliwatt.

•

Data Rate: Dynamically adjustable from 28 kbps to 200 kbps.

•

Frequency: 433.92 MHz (available worldwide).

•

Signal Propagation: Signal has the ability of penetration in concrete wall and water.

•

Latency: For worst case it has latency less than 2 sec.

•

Security: 128-bit AES and public key availability.

•

Standard: ISO/IEC 18000-7.

DASH7 takes 0 dBm power for transmission on a nominal range of 250m, compared to 75m range
of ZigBee and 10m range of Bluetoot [16].

2.13 IEEE 1902.1 (RuBee)
IEEE 1902.1 (RuBee) is an active two way wireless protocol similar to 1802 protocols which ﬁlls
the gap between WSN and Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID) technologies [16]. It is an
alternative solution to RFID and is a packet based wireless technology purely based on magnetic
waves thus works fine in water and other metals either [26] [16]. The signal in RuBee does not
include electric ﬁeld component but the technology is using magnetic dipole antennas [16]. RuBee
designed for high security purposes such as human safety, intrinsic safety (IS) for safe operation of
electronic devices and equipments, EMI and EMC for security asset visibility network in harsh
environments [26].

2.14 Soil Moisture Measurements Techniques
There are several techniques to measure moisture of the soil. In this section we will discuss just
two major techniques which are currently popular because they utilize the electrical properties,
good accuracy, quick response and less measurement time and these techniques are quite ease
to implement in a WSN application. But it is very important to consider and to achieve a suitable
compromise of complexity, price accuracy, and to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of
each technique [15].

2.14.1

Dielectric Constant Soil Moisture Probes

In this method moisture of the soil is determined by the measurement of dielectric constant of the
soil that is highly depend on the moisture contents in the soil. The dielectric constant of a dry soil is
between 3 to 5 [28]. Therefore, as the moisture contents changes in the soil dielectric constant will
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change accordingly. There are two major techniques which measure moisture contents in the soil
named as,
•

Time domain reflectometry (TDR)

•

Frequency domain reflectrometry (FDR)

Both techniques uses capacitive property to measure moisture level in the soil such as,
capacitance between two plates. Both these measure capacitance of any dielectric material (in this
case is soil). The plates are usually cylindrical shaped electrodes called probes and we insert the
probes in the soil which results in that the soil become as part of the dielectric.
The TDR technique uses electromagnetic waves which propagates through the probes to its end
injected into the soil. The probes (at most two or three probes) are shown in figure 18 which are
parallel and inserted into the soil. These probes are serves as the waveguides. When an electrical
pulse is applied the wave travels through these waveguides to the end of waveguide and then
reflected back. The soil moisture level is measured with respect to travel time of wave through
waveguide and its reflected back to the initial end of waveguide. Larger the di-electric constant of
the soil, longer the travel time. On the other hand, the FDR technique using the propagation of RF
wave (electromagnetic signal) throgh waveguide and the soil moisture is measured by difference
between the frequency of onward and relfected wave.
Following are some advantages and disadvantages of TDR and FDR techniques,
Advantages:
•

These techniques are relatively accurate to (±1-2%) with great sensitivity.

•

Continues reading and these system are unaffected by soil mineralogy.

•

TDR technique is more accurate than FDR and less affected by soil minerals [15].

In general TDR is more expensive to implement than FDR due to its expensive equipments. On the
other hand FDR is preferable due to its reasonable accuracy and affordability [15].
Disadvantages:
•

Expensive to implement.

•

Reading error occur if probes does not make the good contact with the soil.

Figure 18 is showing the components of a TDR soil moisture sensor includes three probes
(waveguides) connected to the instrument through a cable and voltage pulse generator to generate
a electrical pusle.
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Figure 18: TDR sensor.

2.14.2

Resistive Soil Moisture Sensor

This method of soil moisture is a cheap, low tech and quick in measuring the level of moisture. The
resistive based soil moisture sensor measures the moisture levels in terms of electrical resistance
of the soil which varies as the function of change in moisture content of the soil [29]. The principle
key to implement this method is the voltage divider circuit which read out the voltage drop across
the soil sample and convert the voltage drop reading to moisture level of the soil [15]. As the
moisture level increases resistance of the metal (usually metal pins) decreases i.e., conductance
of the metal will increase and similarly when moisture level decreases the resistance of the metal
increases i.e., conductance will decrease. Some common examples of resistive type soil moisture
sensors are moisture pins [29] shown in figure 19.
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Figure 19: Various soil moisture sensing pins. A showing insulated pins, B showing non-insulated pins and C
showing stainless steel [29].

The main disadvantage of this type of method is that it has poor accuracy, slow response time and
final reading affected by the soil mineralogy [15].
Based on resistive soil moisture method there are some cheap and locally designed soil moisture
sensors which could be feasible in future work. The web-links for those locally designed resistive
based soil moisture sensors are as follows,
http://www.cheapvegetablegardener.com/2009/03/how-to-make-cheap-soilmoisture-sensor.html (Internet; accessed 27 September 2012)
http://gardenbot.org/howTo/soilMoisture/#The_local_circuit__simple_voltage (Internet; accessed 27 September 2012)
http://www.coastal.org/spec_sheets/s1201-SoilMoistureSensor.pdf
(Internet; accessed 29 September 2012)
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There are also several other famous moisture sensing methods as well in the vicinity such as
neutron probe, tensionmeter, gypsum bock moisture sensing, WETCORR moisture-temperature
sensing, thermal heat-sink method so on. But here we have discussed the soil moisture sensing
methods which are important in aspect of the electronics sensors.

2.15 Currently Available Low Power Sensors for Soil Moisture
Various soil moisture sensors have been reviewed during the project work with respect to their
reliability, robustness, sensor life and also looked at the built-in integrated features such as built-in
radio transceiver for wireless networking, built-in microcontroller, low power consumption, self
power management, range of communication as well as cost effectiveness. But some of devices
require external radio wireless devices and some devices are using built-in micro strip printed
circuit board (PCB) antenna for networking.
Following are some basic soil moisture sensors with their features and specifications reviewed
during the project work.

2.15.1

VH400 Series Soil Moisture Sensor

VH400 soil moisture sensors measures the dielectric constant of the soil using transmission line
techniques. It is insensitive to water salinity (salt contents in water) and do not corrode over time
[30].
Following key points which define features and applications which can be used with the VH400
series soil moisture sensor.
Features and specifications:
•

Low cost with volume pricing.

•

Small size.

•

Power consumption less than 7 mA.

•

Measures Volumetric Water Content (VWC).

•

Output voltage is proportional to moisture level.

•

Wide supplyrange 3.3 to 20 VDC.

•

Can be buried and is water proof [30].

Applications:
•

Irrigation and sprinkler systems.

•

Environmental monitoring.

•

Rain and weather monitoring.

Following is the weblink for VH400 series soil moisture sensor for its price and availability.
http://www.vegetronix.com/Products/Soil-Moisture-Sensor-Probes.phtml
(Internet; accessed 1 November 2012)
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Figure 20: VH400 series soil moisture sensor probe.

2.15.2

EC-5 Soil Moisture Sensor

The decagon EC-5 soil moisture sensors is a reliable, accurate and low cost sensor for measuring
moisture level of the soil. It is characterized by its low power consumption and its fast measurement
[31].
EC-5 soil moisture sensor have the following set of features:
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•

Good accuracy with fine calibration.

•

Range of measurement: EC-5: 0 to 100% VWC.

•

Fast measurement time of 10 mSecs.

•

Power range: 3VDC at 10 mA.

•

Interface to InteleCell (InteleCell is a wireless datalogger use to connect EC-5 to the
Internet).
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The weblink shows the price, avaialbity and product description for EC-5 soil moisture sensor.
http://www.intelesense.net/products/index.php?
crn=203&rn=343&action=show_detail (Internet; accessed 1 November 2012)
Figure 21 is showing the ECH2O (version 5) soil moisture sensor. It calculates the change in dielectric constant to find out the Volumetric Water Contents (VWC) from 0 to 100% of all type of
soils with high frequency and gives accurate measurement [31].

Figure 21: EC – 5 soil moisture sensor.

2.15.3

Arduino Compatible Soil Moisture Sensor

Figure 22 is showing Arduino compatible soil moisture sensor. It is a cheap and low tech soil
moisture sensor which is able read the amount of moisture present in the soil surrounding. The
sensor has two probes which allows to pass the current through soil and reads out the resistance
to get the moisture level. The main advantage of this sensor is it is using immersion gold [32]
which protects the nickel from oxidation and do not corrode over time.
Arduino based soil moisture sensor have the following low power operating characteristics:
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•

Power supply: 3.3 V or 5 V

•

Output voltage signal: 0~4.2 V

•

Current: 35 mA

Figure 22: Arduino compatible coil moisture sensor.

Other than all above sensors there are some variety of soil moisture sensors are available at:
http://catalogs.indiamart.com/products/soil-moisture-sensors.html
(Internet; accessed 1 November 2012)

2.16 Conclusions
Chapter 2 has provided basic concepts and gives enough details about the topics which are
covered in this chapter. The initial part of this chapter is defining about the basic definition of
drought, droughts types and its impacts in South Africa. Then it is throughly discussed about basics
of sensor and sesing, wireless sensor standards such as ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4), newly developed
standards such as, RuBee (IEEE1902.1), DASH7, ONE NET. This chapter also covers the topics
such as, wireless sensor protocols (i.e., efficient energy protocols) and routing (i.e., Address
Centric (AC) routing and Data Centric (DC) routing). The final part of this chapter has proposed
different soil moisture sensing techniques and comparison between different curretly available soil
moisture sensors in the market with respect to their speed, reliability, cost, features and power
consumptions.
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Chapter 3

Implementation of Low Power
Sensor Network

3.1 Introduction
The main objectives of this project is to implement an independent, robust to natural stresses, self
managing and low power sensor module measuring moisture of the soil. The sensor network
includes the implementation of three systems on a single printed circuit board (PCB) as the
prototype sensor network. The 1st system is the sensor power system which gives power to the
sensor units. The sensor and master unit are the 2 nd and 3rd syetem in the protoype design. The
power system consisting of two solar cells which provide power to the supercapacitor and the
battery and a power control circuitry which manages and controls the power to the sensor units
called power management unit (PMU). The power management unit manages the power between
supercapacitor and battery in such a way when the solar energy is available, power will be deliver
by the main path to the sensor unit (i.e., in this case supercapacitor will be as the primary source of
power) and when there will be no solar energy and if supercapacitor gets below its threshold
voltage then the power will be delivered by the battery (i.e., backup path). The 2 nd system in the
prototype design is the sensor unit consisting of a fork coupler which is using to measure the soil
resistance, a low power XBee module to transfer the data from other sensor units to the master
unit, a micro-controller and a Real Time Clock (RTC) in order to keep record of the data i.e., when
and at what time data was taken. The 3rd system is the master unit consisting of a micro-controller,
a RTC, SD memory card for storage of data collected from the sensor units, a XBee module, a
Bluetooth device to fetch data from the SD-card to the personal computer (PC) or mobile using
USB or NFC communication and a data multiplexer (UTC 4053) which will select the incoming data
from other sensors that either the data should be sent to XBee or to the Bluetooth device.

3.2 Previous system
The sensor and master units are designed the previous system of the previous project work ”En
lågeffektsmodul för markfuktsmätning med fokus på Bluetooth” implemented by mr. Joel Nordh at
ISY department in linkoping university [4]. Great appreciation to his work that throughtout the
project he done the debugging of different devices in terms of power consumption, life time,
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reliability, speed and communication range of devices. Most importantly there were different
experiments done in measuring moisture of the soil to cope with the natural stresses and to make
a robustness and an autonomous sensor design.
As described earlier the sensor unit consisting of a fork coupler which is used to measure
resistance in of the soil. The microcontroller in the sensor unit using RTC which activate the
microcontroller for a predetermined time whenever there is a measurement or the resistance in the
soil changes. After when the measurement take place the measured data will be sent to the master
unit using XBee module in the sensor unit. The master unit is also consisting of a microcontroller
which handle with the two different communication protocols (i.e., XBee and Bluetooth). If XBee is
activated it means data is retrieved from adjacent sensor units and will be written to a file on the
memory card. Where each sensor having its own individual file. The Bluetooth device is used to
connect the master unit with a PC or a mobile so that the data stored in the memory card can be
downloaded. Once the file is downloaded or read by mobile, the file will be erased so that new data
may attributed.
This report is mainly discussing about the implementation of power system of the sensor and
power management in the sensor. The hardware implementation of the sensor and master unit is
also described in the later section of this chapter.

3.3 System outline
Figure 23 is showing the subsystems interfaces of the proposed sensor network.

Figure 23: Block diagram of proposed sensor network system.
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3.4 Sensor Power System
The idea of self power managing system for an autonomous sensor taken from a research article
”Solar Power Source for Autonomous Sensors” by ”InTechOpen” (is a leading global publisher of
Journals and Books). The low power consumption has a big role in the wireless sensor networks
(WSN) design. The poroposed power subsystem of the sensor should be inexhaustible power
source capable of delivering the power to the sensor for very long period of time. The power should
mainly be through supercapacitor when solar energy is available, this way the power subsystem
will capable of holding the stored energy [33] in the battery for a long time. The subsystem
consisting of two small solar cells capable of delivering 4 volts and 200 mA of current. Since its
because the solar energy is the most effective and efficient, and cost free energy for the outdoor
sensors. This is why the the power subsystem for the sensor chosen with the solar cells which will
be able to deliver enough power to both for charhing the battery and the supercapacitor to run
sensor node [33]. The components of subsystem are, two PhotoVoltaic (PV) panel, a Li+ ion
battery, a supercapacitor of 1 F, a power management circuitry which includes the components
such as DC-DC boost converter (MAX1795), charge controller (MAX1811) and a power multiplexer
(TPS2113PW). The power management unit is designed in such a way that it based on practical
application and automatically manages the solar energy for battery and supercapacitor charging
and store it efficiently and minimizing the strain on the battery so that battery could not suffer by the
aging problem due to less charging/discharging cycles.

3.4.1 Power Management Unit (PMU)
Figure 24 is the system block daigram of power management unit (PMU) redrawn from [33]. The
system block is showing the ”main” (red) and ”backup” (blue) path and showing how components in
the PMU are connected.

Figure 24: Block diagram of Power Management Unit (PMU).
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The sensor power system should able to deliver rated voltage of 2 V to 5.5 V to the wireless
sensor node. The PMU has two paths ”main” and the ”backup” path and each path has different
level of current. Since the ”main” path is crirtical thus we require to maximize the efficiency of the
”main” path [33]. The ”main” path is the default path when the solar energy is available and
provides required amount of current and voltage to the wireless sensor node without degrading the
supercapacitor and at the same time it also replenish the energy into the supercapacitor [33].
There are three sub-components comes in the ”main” path as shown in figure 24. The 1st
component is DC-DC conveter which boost the energy extract the PV panel so that we can acquire
the required amount of current and voltage. The 2nd sub-component in the ”main” path is the
swithching power multiplexers which gives the highest priority to the ”main” path when there will be
enough energy available in the supercapacitor and if the energy gets below pre-defined threshold
value on ”main” path, the power switching multiplexer will automatically select the ”backup” path
and provides energy to sensor node from the secondary source of energy ( i.e., Battery ).

3.4.1.1 Solar Cell
The energy scavenging solar cell has the main role in the sensor power system which keeps the
sensor life for years. This is the primary source of energy which replenish the charge in both
supercapcitor and the battery and at the same it is also able run a sensor node. The solar cell
which is chosen in implementating the power management unit (PMU) is shown in figure 25 and
have the following specifications:
•

Solar cell type: polycrystalline

•

Voltage: 2 V

•

Current: 200 mA

•

Dimensions: 66x95x6 mm

•

Wattage: 0.4 W

Figure 25: Solar cell used in the sensor power system.
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As the solar cells have a single operating point known as the Maximum Power Point (MPP).
Therefore, the operating point may moves along the V-I characterstics curve depending on the
weather condition such as, the incident solar radiations in sunny weather are good enough and in
the cloudy weather sun radiations are become weak so therefore, during such situation of weak
sun radiations it is difficult and costly to track the MPP with the commercial solar trackers.

3.4.1.2 Solar Cell V-I Characteristics
When the sun radiations falls on the juntions of the solar cell i.e., surface of solar cell well known as
photovoltaic effect (junction formed between n-type silicon wafer and p-type layer which governs
the diode characterstics) then charge gets flow through external circuit or wire.

Figure 26: Equivalent circuit of a solar cell

As we know current through the diode is given by,

I d = I o e

AV d 

– 1

(3.1)

The above equation is taken from the standard V-I equation for a diode [34]. By refering the figure
26 the current flows through the wires is,

I = I SC − I o  e AV  – 1
d

(3.2)

where Isc is the short circuit current, Io is the reverse saturation current of the diode and A is the
temparture dependent constant, A=q /KT [34].
Figure 27 is showing the V-I curve of a solar cell and its power output. With no load no currents will
flow through the wire but the voltage will be at maximum at the output called open circuit voltage
Voc and when the wires are short the short-circuit current Isc will flow through the wires with 0 V at
output. In both cases no power will be delivered by the solar cell because, it require to be load
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connected with the solar cell and it always need to be consider the V-I curve of the solar cell with
the V-I curve of the load to figure out how much power a solar cell can delivered to the load which
defines the maximum power point of a solar cell.
The maximum power point is the spot near the knee of the V-I curve, where Vmp and Imp are the
maxmimum power current and voltage at the MPP. It is also important to note that with the
temperature and weather conditions the solar radiation's intensity varies. Therefore, maximum
power point may also varies along the V-I curve. Since solar power devices have relatively became
expensive with the different application requirements. Therefore, it is important to operate solar
panels at their MPP conditions. In fact DC-DC converters are often used to “match” the load
resistance to the ”thevenin” equivalent resistance of the panel to maximize the power drawn from
the panel [34].

Figure 27: I-V Characteristics of a Solar Cell

3.4.1.3 Supercapacitor
A supercapacitor is a double-layer capacitor which is commonly used in energy-harvesting wireless
sensor nodes (EH-WSNs) [35] to store harvested energy. It has vital role in providing energy to a
sensor node due to their high power density, low equivalent series resistance (ESR) [36] [37],
operational life time and very low leackage current. The supercapacitor also used to buffer the
solar energy which reduce the need of daily battery charging. A supercapacitor could have more
than half a million charging/discharging cycles and 10-year operational lifetime until the capacity is
reduced by 20% [36]. Thus protectting battery life by reducing the battery charging/discharging
cycles. The sensor nodes with supercapacitors to operate on 50% energy capacity the operational
lifetime can be pushed out to more than 20 years [36].
The supercapacitor used in the power management system is of 1 F and is shown in figure 28 and
have the following specifications:
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•

Capacity: 1 Farad

•

Rated Voltage: 5.5 V DC

•

Low equivalent series resistance (ESR): 30 Ω

•

Low leckage current: 315 uA

•

Temperature range: -25 to +70 °C

•

Service life: 1000 hours@ 70 °C h

Figure 28: A supercapacitor of 1 Farad

In the power system of sensor the supercapacitor not directly connected to solar cells becuase, if it
is connected directly to the solar cells it act as the short device and voltage on the solar cells get
drops. This happens because the solar cells should have to be on maximum power point for
efficient charging of the supercapacitor. MAX1795 (DC-DC step-up converter) is used as the MPP
tracker to charge the supercapacitor efficiently even if the solar radiations become weak. The stepup converter will provide sufficient energy to the supercapacitor to charge it efficiently.

3.4.1.4 Battery Power
The battery is the sendondary source of energy in the sensor power system. When both the solar
and the supercapacitor will not have sufficient energy the power management unit will automatically
switches to the battery power to keep sensor node in operation. The main objective of power
management unit is to keep battery life for longer period by reducing its charging/discharging
cycles.
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As the modern wireless sensor network (WSN) demands lower power, small dimensions and
energy harvesting sensor nodes. So during the project different types of batteries such as Alkaline,
Nickel-Cadium (Ni-Cd), Nickel-metal-hybrid (Ni-MH) and Lithium and Lithium Ion (often referred as
Li+ ion) have been reviewed in terms of current rating, battery capacity, performance and cost
effective and battery life. Therefore, choosing a right type of battery for a efficient design of a
wireless sensor node is a critical task.
For the sensor power system design a lithium ion battery has been chosen as the secondary
source of energy because of its high electropositivity. The Li+ ion battries are 5 times greater in
performance than an equivalent sized lead acid battery and 3 times greater than alkaline batteries
[38]. The lithium ion battery chosen in the project is shown in figure 29 and have the following
specifications:
•

Capacity: 3000 mA

•

Type: Li-ion

•

Voltage: 3.7 V

•

Shape: Cylindrical

Figure 29: Li+ ion rechargeable battery.

To protect the battery from over charging and to charge it efficiently. The charge controller
(MAX1811) from maxim integrated is used as Li+ ion battery charger. Figure 30 is showing the
circuit diagram of charge controller used in the PM unit.
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Figure 30: Circuit diagram of Li+ ion battery charger controller.

3.4.1.5 Switching Power Multiplexer
As the power system have two energy sources 1 st is the supercapacitor and 2nd is the bettery. The
power switching multiplexer will select the power source of highest priority define by the user.
Mostly the sensor will get the power from supercapacitor during the day time when solar radiations
are available. But if there will be no sufficient energy left in the supercapacitor or when the voltage
falls below user defined threshold voltage on the supercapacitor (in this report threshold voltage is
2.5 V which keeps the switching power multiplexer working) then the power multiplexer will
automatically switches to the battery power source.
The PM unit using TPS2113PW from Texas Instrument as the power multiplexer. It is a autopower
selecting for dual power supplies (i.e., in our case dual supplies are battery and supercapacitor)
which enables seamless transition of switching between two power supplies. Figure 31 is showing
a typical circuit diagram of power multiplexing used in the power management unit.
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Figure 31: Switching power multiplexer circuit diagram.

3.4.1.6 Voltage Regulator
MAX1795 from Maxim Integrated is used as the voltage regulators in the power system. This
voltage regulator is used at two places in the sensor power system as it has shown in the block
diagram of section 3.4.1. The 1st voltage regulator is used after the solar cells as the maximum
power point tracker and the 2nd voltage regulator is used for if the voltage at supercapacitor or
battery goes drop below a certain level then MAX1795 will regulate the voltage of one supply
selected by the switching power multiplexer in prior. Figure 32 is showing the circuit diagram for
voltage regulator configuration used in the power management unit.
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Figure 32: Voltage regulator circuit diagram.

3.5 Sensor Unit
As the current work is the continuation from previous work done of the project ”Design of a low
power sensor module measuring the soil moisture focusing on Bluetooth”[4]. Therefore, the sensor
and the master unit were already designed in the previous work. The present work is mainly
dealing with power management issues in a sensor node and in a sensor network to reduce the
power consumption and cost. But in this section and in the next section we will briefly discuss about
the function and design of sensor and master unit.
The sensor unit was designed to measure the soil moisture which process the measured data and
send it to the other sensor units. The sensor unit consisting of a fork coupler (probes) which is used
in the soil resistance method as described in the section 2.14.2. These probes are capable to
detect the change in resistance of the soil. As soon as the moisture of the soil will change the
resistance will change accordingly. The change in resistance will read out by the microcontroller
(MCU) in the form analog signals. As the MCU is using its internal ADC to convert the analog signal
to digital data. So the microcontroller will process the digital data and transfer the data to the
ZigBee module. The ZigBee module make it possible for the sensor to transmit and receive the
data from the other sensor units. Figure 33 is showing system block diagram for the sensor unit.
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Figure 33: Systematic block diagram of the sensor unit.

3.5.1 Selected Component
The following components have been chosen in designing of sensor unit:
•

Weight Fork/ Fork Coupler: For soil resistance method

•

Microcontroller: Atmega 328p

•

ZigBee module: Xbee 4214A multipoint RF module

•

Real Time Clock (RTC): DS1307

The description and function of each component inside the sensor unit have been bereifly
described as under,

3.5.1.1 Weight Fork/Fork Coupler
The hypothesis test to measure the resistance of the soil was carried out with a simple ”weight
fork” which is constructed by two leading metals called fork coupler. Two metal probes are set
down in the soil and voltage applied across these probes to measure the soil moisture in terms of
resistance varitaion across the soil.
As the sensor design should be maintenance free and an atutonomous sensor. Therefore, the
instrument is designed in such a way that it is capable of continues measurement of moisture of
the soil unlike other sensors which are taken out of the soil after the measurement taken and for
every new measurement they have to be inserted again in the soil.
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3.5.1.2 Microcontroller (MCU)
The prototype sensor unit using ATmega328p instead of ATtiny. It is because ATmega supports for
various communication protocols (i.e., UART, SPI and I2C protocol), where as ATtiny does not have
any harware support for such types of protocols. Each sensor unit contains a microcontroller assign
for different tasks such as, A/D conversion, data processing and to handle with different
communication protocol between the sensor's components such as, I2C communication protocol
between RTC and MCU and ZigBee is using UART to communicate with the MCU.

3.5.1.3 Real Time Clock (RTC)
Since the sensor should be energy efficient. So for this sake the Real Time Clock (RTC) is the key
which put down the sensor system into sleep mode when there is no reading or measurement by
the sensor and when there is a change in resistance of the soil, the RTC will wake up the system.
Both the sensor and the master unit are using DS1307. DS1307 is a serial real-time clock (RTC)
which is a lowpower, full binary-coded decimal (BCD) clock/calendar. The clock/calendar provides
seconds, minutes, hours, day, week, month, and year information of the measurement. The
address and data are transferred serially through an I 2C bus. The RTC has two power supply ports
one port is the main power source and other port is for the reserve energy source. When the main
power source is less than the reserve energy source then it turned ON the 2 nd power source with all
the features working but keeps oscillator running off. At such time, real-time clock draws only 500
nAmps of current.

3.5.1.4 ZigBee Module
The role of ZigBee module in the sensor unit is to take the processed data from the MCU and
transmit it to the other units (i.e., senor or master units). It also has the task to receive data from
the other sensor units.
Both the sensor and the master unit are using same ZigBee module. The selected ZigBee module
is XBee4214A from Digi International which is 802.15.4 standard for multipoint network topologies
operating band is 2.4 GHz and 900 MHz for long-range deployment with maximum data rate of 250
kbps and capable of serial data interface with 3.3 V CMOS UART. In aspect of power consumption
the ZigBee module used in the project is much power hungry compared to other components in the
sensor unit.

3.6 Master unit
The master unit is bit complex compared to the sensor unit because, it includes few extra
components and have different tasks as compared to sensor. Figure 34 shows system block
diagram for master unit which was used to design the master unit in this project.
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Figure 34: Block diagram of master unit.

Selected components used in the master unit:
•

Memory Card: 512 MB, 806-Series SD-Card from Cactus Technologies

•

Microcontroller: Atmega 328p

•

XBee module: XBee 4214A multipoint RF module

•

Low power Bluetooth module: F2M03GLA

•

Real Time Clock (RTC): DS1307

•

Analog Multiplexer/ Demultiplexer: UTC4053

Since master unit is using same components as in the sensor unit but it have just two extra
components i.e., multiplexer and memory card. The master unit operation and components
characteristics have been bereifly described as under,

3.6.1 Master Unit Operation
The microcontroller in the master unit is using some extra pins compared to the sensor unit. It is
handling with the three different communication protocols (i.e., ZigBee, Bluetooth and SD-card).
Both ZigBee and Bluetooth are UART inetrfaced with the microcontroller and SD - card. The SD card is using SPI communication protocol to store the data in its memory cells. When the data is
taken from the adjacent sensor units in the master unit, the ZigBee is activated and the data is
written on a memory card. There is a seperate file for each sensor and it is possible to download
the files into a PC or a mobile memory by connecting with the Bluetooth device in the master unit.
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3.6.1.1 Multiplexer
Since both ZigBee and Bluetooth are using UART protocol. So UTC4053 is used as the multiplexer
which is digitally controlled by microcontroller. When the data is received from sensor units, the
multiplexer determines the technique that the data should be sent to ZigBee or Bluetooth module.

3.6.1.2 Memory Card
To store the measured data, there were two storage options EEPROM and memory card. Although
EEPROM is enough to store the soil moisture measurement data but the large capacity memory
card was chosen because of the advantages of they are easy to replace and enough storage
space for large number of sensors. The memory card is chosen also because, it saves energy as
there is no need of using the EEPROM of the microcontroller e.g., if 1000 sensors will use
EEPROM to store the measured data then this will result in large energy consumption which is not
a feasible plan in energy efficient networking.

3.7 Conclusions
This chapter has covered the design steps and implementation of sensor power system, power
management unit, sensor and master unit. The design steps are the detailed description of
implementation of the sensor power system and management unit, the sensor and the master unit.
Where the implementation explains the system block diagrams of each unit with their components
description and their role and functionality in the system design.
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Chapter 4

Hardware Setup and Results

4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes about the previous system and the current work done in this project for the
design of prototype wireless sensor network (WSN). In the previous work Mr. ”Jonas” and Mr. ”Joel”
had started their work from some basic experiments on measuring the soil moisture for a cheap,
reliable and a simple method. After their experiments they finally decided to use soil resistance
method to design a low power and maintenance free sensor module. As mentioned in the previous
chapter the sensor and the master unit are designed previous work. Therefore, the components in
the sensor and master unit are connected according to system block diagrams shown in section
3.5 and 3.6. The functionality tests for each component of the units are done on the breadboard
and their opertaions and results are described in the later sections of this chapter.
The chapter mostly describe about the hardware setup, operation and results of power system and
power management unit of a sensor node. The aim was to design an indpendent, robust and an
energy harvest source capable of powering the sensor node for many years. The power system
setup is done according to the block diagram of power management unit shown in section 3.4.1.
The configurations of all the chips used in the power management unit such as, configuration of
battery charger controller (MAX1811) is shown in figure 30 and switching power multiplexer
(TPS2113PW) configuration shown in figure 31 and configuration of DC-DC boost converter
(MAX1795) is shown in figure 32. All the configurations and components values used in the power
management unit are referred from their data sheets. The schematic diagram for power
management unit (PMU) is designed in the cadence virtuoso and the hardware setup is installed on
a breadbord. To test the PMU in different operating modes numbers of jumpers are connected with
each chip to switch the hardware for different voltage and current modes.

4.2 Previous system
As described in the previous chapter the previous system design contained of a senor and a
master unit. Following is the brief and step by step description of hardware setup and results
obtained from the previous work of this project for the design of a low power sensor module for the
soil moisture measurement.
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4.2.1 Soil Resistance
The moisture of the soil was measured in terms of resistance of the soil using soil resistivity
method with two metal probes called ”Läsgaffel” (fork coupler). There are two types of tests were
perfomred with dry and moist soil with different varieties of soil. The difference of resistance
measured between dry and moist soil was large enough as the soil resistance depend on the
percentage of minerals in a type of soil.
Figure 35 is taken from the previous report [4] showing the setup of measuring the current flowing
through soil. The cubic box (shown in left bottom of the figure 35) which is filled with dry and moist
soil to see the notable difference between dry and moist soil read by the multimeter. The current
measured from dry to moist soil shows a difference of 0.5 mA.

Figure 35: Samples of dry and moist soil in the black box and the connections is showing the measurement of
current flowing through the soil samples.

4.2.2 Real Time Clock (RTC)
The RTC is using I²C communication. When there is a sensing of moist or change in the moisture
level of the soil, a start adress sent to the RTC which responds back by sending data from the start
adress to master and sends a NACK. The RTC is then will send the clock for exact time which
indicates second, minute, hour, day, day of month, month and year information after it sent NACK
[4].
The result shown in figure 36 is taken from the previous report [4] showing the I2C transmission of
RTC.
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As shown in figure 36 the 1st start bit followed by address 0x68 then a read/write bit (in this case
low, which is write) after read/write bit, the ACK. Thereafter, the data to be written to the RTC which
is in this case is the start adress is zero which is the adress of seconds in the RTC registers.
Finally, an ACK followed by a stop bit and after that the I²C bus ready to send new data [4].

4.2.3 SD Memory Card
To store the data from the sensor units into its each separate file, FAT32 file system was used in
the project. Because, it providing the ability to store and access the files on a memory card easily.
Since SD-card is interfaced with microcontroller using SPI communication protocol. Therefore, it
must be necessary to include FAT32 library files in the microcontroller to use FAT32 file system for
Read/Write the files into the memory card. To use FAT file system a FAT32 library was created in csharp programming for Atmega328p which is then loaded in the flash memory of microcontroller as
Atmega328p is using 32 KB of built-in flash memory [4].
Figure 37 is taken from the previous report of this project which shows how pins are used in the
SD-card to interface with the microcontroller and table 3 shows pins names and their functions.

Figure 37: SD-card pins are showing connections to the MCU for SPI communication protocol.
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Pin

Name

Description and Function

1

CS

Chip Select: Used when the chip will listen to what is on SPI line.

2

MOSI

Master Output Slave Input: The input of the memory card, the data
written to the memory on this pin.

3

GND

GND!

4

VDD

3.3 V

5

SCK

Clock: Used by SPI when read by MISO and MOSI.

6

GND

GND!

7

MISO

Master Input Slave Output: The output of the memory card. When
master device reads data is written to this output from memory.

Table 3: Pins functions for the memory card used in figure 37 to connect to the microcontroller.

4.2.4 Bluetooth Module
Bluetooth module acts as the virtual serial connection. The module is connected to the
microcontroller with USART protocol which makes the use of two pins RX and TX. The RX pin of
the microcontroller is connected to TX on the bluetooth module. An interrupt is invoked when data
received from a computer. An identification packet is sent always before a data packet to know
what the packet contains. This enables the packet to be processed correctly [4].
There are five different identification packages used to communicate with the microcontroller via
bluetooth as shown in table 4.
HEX Code
0xFF

Description
This identification packet is used to know that next seven bytes is the clock for
seconds, minutes, hours, day of week, month and year.

0xFE
0xFD

This is used for to read RTC from MCU on the PC.
The packet is sent when the computer wants to read all the data from the memory card.
After this package all the files can be read and sent over to the computer.

0xFC

The package is used to start the test scenario created. This results in the text is typed
on the memory card followed by real time clock value, then sends the data back to the
PC.

0xFB

The packet send before the data received from the sensor unit. Thus it gives the
confirmation that the next packet is measured from soil moisture sensor unit.
Table 4: Identification packages to communicate with MCU
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In order to present result. The measured data need to be retreived from master unit via bluetooth
module to a PC or a smartphone mobile. All the troubleshooting and programmings were done in
C-sharp. The microcontroller (ATmega328p) programming and debugging was done on STK500
development kit using AVR studio 5.1. The AVR studio is winodws software based on microsoft
visual studio supports programming languages such as, assembly, C-sharp and C/C++.

4.3 PMU Hardware Setup
The hardware setup of PMU is installed on the breadboard shown in figure Error: Reference source
not found. The ICs in the hardware system are connected according to proposed system block
diagram shown in figure 22 and using the same configurations shown in figure 30, 31 and 32. The
schematic diagram of sensor power system (shown in the appendices of Chapter 6) is designed in
the cadence virtuoso by creating symbols of the ICs used in the sensor unit with their pin's
definitions and accroding to the pin configurations provided in the data sheets. The schematic
diagram also contained the details of physical dimension of the chips. There are number of jumpers
are connected in the hardware to switch a IC between its different operating modes and to creat
different test cases in the hardware system. The ICs in PMU hardware are connected in such a
way that MAX1795 is driving two component of the PM unit 1 st is the MAX1811 (battery charger)
and 2nd is the supercapacitor to charge it efficiently. MAX1811 is used as the charge controller to
charge Li+ ion battery and finally TPS2113PW is the switching power multiplexer which select one
out of two energy sources (i.e., battery and supercapacitor) depending upon the management
technique.

Figure 38: Sensor's Power Management Unit (PMU) hardware setup.
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4.3.1 Measurements
Table 5 shows the list of components used in the sensor unit and their power consumption in
sleep, power save and active mode. The PM unit is fully configurable and can be configure to
different voltage and current modes according to the sensor requirements.
Power Consumption
Sensor Components

Active mode

DS1307 (RTC)

Power-Save mode

Sleep mode

500 nA

UTC4053 (MUX)

5 uA

Xbee 4214A

265 mA typically on
Tx: and 64 mA on Rx:

F2M03GLA (BT)

45 uA

35 mA on average

ATmega328p (MCU)
SD-card

2.5 mA

2.6 uA

70 mA W/R mode

Soil moisture metal probes

2 uA
180 uA

0.5 mA

Table 5: Typical power consumption values of sensor unit's components.

The power management unit (PMU) consisting of two energy sources (i.e., supercapacitor and Li+
ion battery) which provide energy to the sensor unit. Therefore, the capacity of charge, charging
time and consumption of these energy sources are estimated as,
As the supercapacitor will be charged through DC-DC conveter (MAX1795) where its OUT is
configured at fixed 5 V to charge the supercapacitor. So, the time required to charge 1 farad of
supercapacitor to 5 V with 1 Ω resistor can be computed by using the following relation,

V c = V s (1 − e−(t / RC) )

(4.1)

Where Vs is the supply voltage (i.e., MAX1795 OUT) and Vc is the volatage at supercapacitor.
Since we have, R = 1 Ω and C = 1 F.
Therefore, 1 RC = 1 sec.
So, at t = 1 RC, voltage at capacitor (Vc) will be 3.1606 V and after t = 7 RC (i.e., t = 7 secs)
voltage at supercapacitor will be equals to 5 V. It means after 7 secs the supercapacitor will be fully
charge to Vs.
As we know the charge at capacitor is given by,

Q=C×V

(4.2)

Since we have the supercapacitor of capacitance (C) equals to 1 F and volatge (V) equals to 5 V
(MAX1795 fixed OUT). Therefore, the charge (Q) at supercapacitor is given as,

1 F × 5 V = 5 Amp Sec
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This charge is enough to keep running the RTC, as the RTC can not completely be without power.
It needs to be alive all the time because, whenever there is a change in moisture level of the soil it
will wake up the microcontroller from its sleep mode to the processing mode.
The RTC draws 500 nA of current in its minimum consumption and ATmega328p consumes 2.6 uA
in its power save mode. Both these devices can run on 1 F of fully charged supercapacitor for
about 21 days estimated by charge at supercapacitor divided by the sum of power consumptions of
RTC and MCU as,

5
= 21.4334 days
−9
(( 2.6 × 10 ) + ( 100 × 10 )) × (3600 × 24)
−6

Similarly the battery will be charged by MAX1811 (Li+ ion battery charger) which can deliver the
current upto 500 mA range. Since we have 3000 mA of Li+ ion battery in the power management
unit. Therefore, the time required to fully charge of battery to 3000 mA with 500 mA rating current
can be computed as,

Battery Capacity
Charging Current

(4.3)

3000 mA hour
= 6 hours
500 mA

Usually Li+ ion batteries have maximum 10-15% efficiency loss. So, the charge time may vary with
10% efficiency loss to 6.6 hours.
With 3000 mA-hour of charge at Li+ ion battery, the RTC and MCU can be run for:

Charge at battery
= Time units
Total power consumption

(4.4)

3000 mA × 3600 Secs
= 46296.296 days
(( 2.6 × 10 ) + (100 × 10−9)) × (3600 × 24)
−6

Which are approximately equal to 127 years.
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4.3.2 Operation and Results
The hardware tests of power management system peformed in such a way that first, each chip
functionality is tested seperately with different modes and operating characteristics. The system
testing and wires connections between the chips are done on the breadboard. The hardware
system design is consisting of four chips. The tests were performed on the chips step by step
using DC power supply and their operations are explain as under.
The 1st chip (MAX1795) in the PM unit will be driven by the solar cells. MAX1795 is a high
efficiency step up DC-DC conveter which have the features such as, low electromagnetic
interference (EMI) noise, shutdown circuitry which fully disconnects the output from input in
shutdown mode, fixed 3.3 V out, fixed 5 V out and it can also be configure to adjustable volage
range from 2 to 5.5 V. MAX1795 is able to provide upto 120 mA of current depend upon the which
configuration is used.
The same configuration is used in the hardware test as it has shown in figure 32 of section 3.4.1.6
with the components' values in table 6.
Component

Value

R1

1 MΩ potentiometer

R2

1 MΩ potentiometer

R3

1 MΩ potentiometer

R4

1 MΩ potentiometer

R_pullup

1MΩ

C_BATT

47 uF

L_LX

22 uH

CL

47 uF
Table 6: MAX1795 component values.

To create a test case and to operate MAX1795 in different operating modes number of jumpers are
installed in the harware design. The jumpers used with MAX1795 and their operating details are
shown in the schematic diagram of PMU added in the appendices of Chapter 6. The jumpers (j)
details used in MAX1795 are described as under:
•

1795_j_1: Used to connect/disconnect solar cells or DC power source.

•

1795_j2_i: Used to connect/disconnect the voltage divider.

The voltage divider is used at LBI (Low Battery Input) pin of MAX1795. The low battery option
(LBI/LBO) is used because if the voltage at solar cells falls below user defined threshold level (we
chosen 2.5 V) then the low battery function will disconnect the output from input and put the chip in
shutdown mode. The low battery option is using its built-in comparator inside the chip shown in
figure 39. So to disconnect the output at 2.5 V input, the voltage divider potentiometers (varriable
resistors) can be set by using following formula,
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R3 = R4 [(

V TRIP˙
) − 1]
0.85

(4.5)

In this we selected R3 = 75 KΩ (large resistor is used to reduce loading effect of input supply) and
R4 calculated equals to 524.117 KΩ. With these resistance values when the voltage at solar cell
drops below 2.5 V then the voltage at LBI is approximately equals to 0.85 V. Since the built-in
comparator is also internally set to 0.85 V. Therefore, the difference by the built-in comparator at its
output is 0 V and the nmos transistor (as it has shown in figure 39) gate will be open which means
LBO goes high impedence and it will pull-up the voltage from the input. As the LBO is connected to
the SHDN shown in figure 39 so, this way the voltages at SHDN will be high and put the chip in
shutdown mode.
•

1795_j3: Used to fix the output voltage at 3.3 V.

•

1795_j4: Used to connect the voltage divider circuit for adjustable output voltage where R2
should be kept below 250 KΩ and the resistance R1 computed by the following formula,

R1 = R2 [(

•

Vout
) – 1]
1.245

(4.6)

1795_j5: Used to fix the output voltage at 5 V.

Figure 39: Low battery function of MAX1795.
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The chip functions tested with DC power supply and obtained the following results in the table 7.
MAX1795 TESTING
Function

Description/Configuration

Input Supply Range

VOUT

IOUT

Fixed 3.3 V
OUT

FB = OUT (MAX1795_j3)

2 V – 2.5 V

3.3 V – 3.4 V

--

Fixed 5.0 V
OUT

FB = GND! (MAX1795_j5)

2.4 V – 3.0 V

5 V – 5.4 V

66 mA
with
10 Ω
load

Adjustable
Voltage OUT

For 4 V OUT We Selected
R1 = 110.64 KΩ and R2 = 50
KΩ

2.5 V – 3.0 V

4.0 V – 4.2 V

Shutdown

Selected VTRIP = 2.5 V at
which chip will go shutdown
for R3 = 524 KΩ and R4 =
270 KΩ

When
input
gets
below 2.5 V then
voltage at VLBO will be
increased which is
short with SHDN

-Capacitor getting
discharge (i.e.,
OUT disconnects
from input)

--

Table 7: MAX1795 operating modes and their output results.

Since MAX1795 is driving two loads from its OUT i.e., MAX1811 and supercapacitor. The current
measured when MAX1795 was charging the supercapacitor with 10Ω load at fixed 5 V
configuration is 66 mA. The waveforms are analyzed shown in figure 40 when charging the
supercapacitor with fixed 5 V.
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The 2nd chip in the power management unit is MAX1811 which acts as the charge controller. It has
task of charging the Li+ ion battery efficiently. MAX1811 can be operate in two modes i.e., voltage
mode (BATT out voltage can be set to 4.10 V or 4.20 V) and current mode (BATT out current can
be set to either 100 mA or 500 mA). In the hardware setup we connected SELI = SELV to operate
the chip in both the modes. The chip has 0.5% overall battery regulation voltage accuracy and
provides upto 500 mA of charging current current.
The configuration used to operate MAX1811 as the Li+ ion charger is shown in figure 30 with the
following components' values in the table 8.
Components

Value

Cin

4.7 uF

Cout

2.2 uF

R

Potentiometer to limit the LED current
Table 8: MAX1811 components values.

Since we are charging a Li+ ion battery by using MAX1811. The BATT pin is connected to battery
with 2.2 uF of capacitor for proper stability. The current measured during charging of nokia battery
(3000 mA-hour) is equals to 88 mA. The power management circuit contains a LED which is ON
when the charge is full on the battery and it is OFF while charging the battery. The waveform
shown in figure 41 taken from the oscilloscope while charging of battery.
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The 3rd chip in the power management unit is the switching power multiplexer (TPS2113PW). This
power multiplexer enables seamless transition between switching of two power supplies (i.e.,
supercapacitor and battery) and can deliver upto 1 A of current.
The hardware test of power multiplexer is performed by using the configuration shown in figure 31
with the following components' values in the table,
Component

Values

R1

1.5 K

R2

1K

RILIM

400 Ohms

RPULLUP

100 K

Cin1

0.1 uF

Cin2

0.1 uF

CL

47 uF
Table 9: TPS2113PW components values.

The functionality test perfomred with two energy sources i.e., with a supercapacitor and a 3.7 V Li+
ion battery. The supercapacitor is connected with IN1 and battery is connected at IN2 with input
capacitors of 0.1uF at each input. The supercapacitor has put in the 1 st priority which will be keep
selected by the power multiplexer until the supercapacitor voltage drops below 2 V. As soon as the
voltage gets drop below 2 V at the supercapacitor then the power multiplexer will select the 2 nd
enerrgy source (i.e., the battery). The waveform in figure 42 is showing the output of swithcing
multiplexer (TPS2113PW) during swithching between two power sources.
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This function of switching has performed by setting the voltage at VSNS to 0.8 V as the chip have
internal power FET which connects OUT to IN1 (Supercapacitor) when voltage is greater than 0.8
V. Otherwise the FET will connect OUT to the higher of IN1 and IN2. The threshold voltage (in this
case is 2 V) for supercapacitor is set by setting VSNS to 0.8 V which is set by using voltage divider
equation by using resistances values in the table 9.

[

R2
] × V s = 0.8 Volts
( R 1 + R 2)

In the hardware test we used the DC power supply to charge the supercapacitor on 5 V which is
connect to pin IN1 and a 3.7 V charged Li+ ion battery connected to IN2 of the chip. The expected
switching result is obtained when the voltage gets drop below 2 V on the supercapacitor i.e., the
power multiplexer automatically switches to battery source when voltage gets drop below 2 V on
the supercapacitor.
After all the individual test of the chips we connected all the chips together according to the block
diagram of power management unit shown in figure 24 and performed the test by using solar cells
(two solar cells connected in series) instead of using DC power supply. At fine solar radiations the
solar cells was drawing 3.6 V – 4.1 V during various tilt position. But when connecting with the
power management circuit the solar cells' voltages are getting drop and the DC – DC converter
(MAX1795) was drawing just 1.6 V at its OUT pin in its fixed 5 V configuration. After this we
changed the input source from solar cells to DC supply and increased the voltages using DC power
supply accoding to as solar cells was drawing without any load i.e., 3.6 V - 4.1 V. As MAX1795
fixed to 5 V configuration to charge the supercapacitor but the voltages were getting drop to 4.2 V
at the supercapacitor when connecting to the OUT pin of MAX1795 even there is no series
resistance added in the path of supercapacitor. On the other hand MAX1811 is charging the battery
efficeintly and the current measured out of MAX1811 during charging of Li+ ion battery is 88 mA.
The power multiplexer (TPS2113PW) is working fine and when the voltage is less than 2 V at the
supercapacitor, the power multiplexer is automatically selecting the second energy source in its
priority.

4.4 Complete system
The complete system inculding sensor, master unit and PM unit of sensor is the design as the
prototype wireless sensor network (WSN) on a PCB. The prototype PCB design of wireless sensor
network will also contain headers to switch the system between different modes of operation for
test purposes. Such test may include routing test, wireless protocol test, power management and
power consumption over time and may include some other tests.
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4.5 Conclusions
This chapter has covered the hardware setup and operation of a sensor node and its power
management system. In the sensor design, the basic method of sensing the soil moisture and its
results obtained from the tests are provided in this chapter. Similarly the RTC function and results
of I2C transmission for RTC, setup of SD-card interface with the microcontroller and Bluetooth
transmission between the master unit and the PC has been discussed throughly.
In the power management system design, this chapter has discussed about the hardware
implementation of power management unit. Where we have discussed the functionality tests and
results obtained from testing of each individual chip and complete power management system.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Future Work

5.1 Discussion
The project work started from learning the basic terminologies of wireless sensor networks (WSN)
such as, sesnor and sensing, conditioning, analog to digital A/D conversion, signal processing,
wireless sensor network standards protocols and topologies, ZigBee as wireless sensor, WSN
routing techniques. To understand these important terms number of research articles, books and
web sources have been reviewed throughout the project work with respect to different technologies
and features of wireless sensors nodes such as, sensor cost, reliablity, speed, power consumption
and sensor life time span and so on. To categorize the search a spread is created to seperate the
reviewed topics on wireless sensor networks. The spread sheet consisting the categories of topics
as under,
•

Low Power WSNs.

•

Microcontroller Based WSNs.

•

WSN Applications.

•

Fundamental Books for Theory and Applications of WSNs.

The 1st category of topics include the reviewed articles about the lower power consuming sensors
such as synchronization of ultra low power sensors nodes, ultra low power wake-up receivers,
power efficient wireless sensor networks, power processing circuits for wireless sensor nodes and
efficient solar enerygy harvester for for wireless sensor nodes.
As the processing of sensed data is a major issue in a wireless sensor nodes in terms of power
consumption. So the choice of microcontroller for such processing is a critical step. Therefore, in
the 2nd catagory of topics, the reviewed articles are about low power microcontroller such as,
CC2430 is an Atmel 8051 based low power microcontroller with a built-in ZigBee based low power
RF module. Some additional topics are also reviewed in this catagory such as, optimazation of
microcontroller hardaware parameters for sensor's power consumption and lifetime issues.
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Similarly in the 3rd the 4th categories, the topics reviewed are about some WSN applications and
the fundamental conecpts about sensnor and sensor networks.
After learning all the necessary concepts about wireless sensor networks (WSNs), I started to read
and understand the previous done work of this project. A sensor (measuring soil moisture) and a
master unit was already designed in the previous work. Since the report of previous work was
swedish version so, initially faced understanding problems and it took a lot time to properly
translate words from swedish into english. The google translate is used to perform all the
translations. After all the necessary translations it understood that how the previous work was done
about the design of a low power sensor module measuring soil moisture, a master unit and the
functionality of the complete system.
In current work we designed a sensor power system which is a self power managing system for an
autonomous sensor node to increase its operating life. The sensor power system is an energy
harvester source including a solar cell, a supercapacitor, battery and a power management circuit
which manages the power between two energy buffers (i.e., supercapacitor and battery). The idea
and basic theory of sensor power system design is taken from a reseach article and the chips
description used in the design was given in the research article [33]. But there was not any
schematic provided in the article. The schematic diagram for power system is designed in the
cadence virtuoso with a proper sequence of the connections and between the chips. The chips
configurations and their mode of operations are referred from their data sheets and electrical
characteristics provided in the data sheet.
In hardware design of sensor power management unit, the chips which were used had very small
physical dimenions. Therefore, it was almost impossible to mount the chips on the breadboard and
perform the tests. But we hardly managed to solder the chips in the sockets so that it could easily
be mount on the breadboard.
The functionality tests of sensor power management unit, sensor unit and master unit were
performed on the breadboard using DC power supply. For the test purposes of the complete
system as the prototype wireless sensor network (WSN) was planned to design on a PCB by
integrating three systems (i.e., sensor unit, master unit and power management unit). But due to
lake of time it has been suggested for future work.
The results obtained during the hardware testing of PMU were satisfactory and all the
configurations and functions of the chips working properly except when the power unit connects
with the solar cells the voltages are getting drop at the solar cells and no boost output of
MAX1795. This was happening because, there is not good enough intensity of the solar radiations
as it varies with the regions and tilt position of the solar cells.
In term of power consumption of the sensor unit's devices as described in section 4.3.1 in table 5.
The ZigBee is worst power hungry device, as it could be replaced by another small lower power
ZigBee module because the data packets of the measured moisture level of the soil are small in
size (i.e., in the range of few Kbytes). Therefore, the ZigBee module can be replace with another
low power and lower data rate ZigBee module or DASH7.
The aim of the project was to develop an autonomous, maintenance free, robust, cheap, reliable
and energy efficient wireless sensor network measuring the soil moisture. So the task of choosing
right type components, ICs, power management plan and routing method have significance role in
sensor and sensor network design in term of reliability, operating cost, robustness and power
consumption. Throughout the project different soil moisture sensors, data communication devices
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(i.e., Bluetooth, ZigBee and RTC), ICs for power management (i.e.; voltage regultors, charge
controller and switching power multiplexer) and other active and passive components have been
searched with respect to their power consumption, operating cost, speed and reliability. The
modules and ICs used in the sensor unit, master unit and power management unit design are listed
in table 10 with rescpect to their price, references and part numbers.
Sensor and Master Unit Devices
Device/Module

Part Number

Price

XBee module

73-038-42

210 SEK

elfa.se

SD-Card (Master Unit)

73-817-04

35,3 SEK

elfa.se

Bluetooth (Master Unit)

F2M03GLA

255 SEK (used)

Art No: 41010051

31 SEK/each

RTC (DS1307)

73-771-79

37,4 SEK

Digitally Controlled Analog
MUX/DeMUX
(Master Unit)

UTC4053

--

ATmega328p

Total

Reference

free2move.se
electrokit.com
elfa.se
digchip.com

292 SEK

Power Management Unit (PMU) Components and Chips
Solar Cell
Voltage Regulator DC-DC
(MAX1795)
Supercapacitor
Charge Controller
(MAX1811)
Li+ ion Battery
Ultrafire 3000mA

Art no: 44016

69,9 SEK/each

kjell.com

700-MAX1795EUA

69,14 SEK/each

se.mouser.com

67-180-76

30,6 SEK

elfa.se

700-MAX1811ESA

30,8 SEK

se.mouser.com

18650

Switching Power
Multiplexer (TPS2113PW)
DC-DC Switching
Regulator
(TPS61025)

595-TPS2113PW
595-TPS61025DRCR

Total

132.31 SEK

batterychampion.se

14,7 SEK

se.mouser.com

15,4 SEK

se.mouser.com

361 SEK

Table 10: Modules and power ICs with part numbers and prices used in sensor, master and power management unit.

The active and passive components such as resistors, capacitors, inductors and potentiometers,
most of them we already found in the lab. But some components were not avaialbe in the lab such
as, inductors and capacitors so ordered at elfa.

5.2 Future Work
The idea for the complete project was to develop an energy efficient, self managing and a robust
design for an independent wireless sensor network (WSN) measuring moisture of the soil on
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Limpopo river basins. Throughout the project various factors and precautions have been taken into
account to make sensor network efficient, less productive cost and reliable. To make sensor
network more energy efficient, the 1st thing we can do is the replacement of currently used ZigBee
module in the sensors unit. As discussed in the previous section, the current XBee module is worst
power hungry device as compared to other devices in the sensor unit. So some low power and
efficient energy consumption ZigBee modules have been reviewed during the project work (listed
in table 11) which could be replaced with the currently installed XBee module.

Low Power ZigBee Modules
S.No:

ZigBee Model

Communication
Protocol Support

Power Consumption
(Active Modes)

Power
Consumption
(Sleep Mode)

RX: Power

TX: Power

36 mA

36 mA

4.5 uA

1

ZigBee module UART, I2C, SPI
(SPZB250)
and ADC

2

ZigBee Low
Power (T5321)

SPI and UART

24.3 mA at -100
dBm input power
with 32 MHz XOSC
running

33.5 mA at
+4.5 dBm
output power
with 32 MHz
XOSC running

0.8 uA

3

CC2520

4 wire SPI

18.5 mA (Receving
frame, -50 dBm
input level)

33.6 mA at
+5 dBm with
fc = 2394-2507
MHz

<1 µA in
power down

4

ETRX2 and
ETRX2HR
ZIGBEE®
MODULES

UART, I2C and SPI

35.5 mA

35.5 mA at
+3dBm
maximum
output
power

<1 µA in deep
sleep mode
with self wake
up

Table 11: Modern Low power ZigBee modules and their current consumptions in active and sleep modes.

The 2nd possible way to make sensor further more efficient is that we can completely eliminate the
microcontroller (ATmega32p), crystal oscillator and ZigBee module if we use CC2430. CC2430 is a
true Sytsm on Chip (SoC) solution for ZigBee modules manufactured by Texas Instrument (TI)
which is a ZigBee based wireless microcontroller having several builtin features which reduces the
sensor productive cost and have nominal power consumption. CC2430 has the following built-in
features such as,
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•

It is a IEEE 802.15.4 compliant RF transceiver operating at 2.4 Ghz with excellent receiver
sensitivity and robustness to interferers.

•

Low current consumption (RX: 27 mA, TX: 27 mA, microcontroller running at 32 Mhz), and
draw only 0.5 µA current consumption in powerdown mode, where external interrupts or the
RTC can wake up the system.

•

Wide supply voltage range (2.0 V – 3.6 V).

•

High performance and low power 8051 microcontroller core with 32, 64 or 128 KB insystem programmable flash and hardware debug support.

CC2430 supports the following peripherals such as,
•

CSMA/CA hardware support.

•

12-bit ADC with up to eight inputs and configurable resolution.

•

Battery monitor and temperature sensor.

•

Two powerful USARTs with support for several serial protocols.

•

21 general I/O pins.

An other way to develop sensor network for long operating life with ultra low power consumption is
to implement sensor network with DASH7 in which sensor units communicates using DASH7
communication modules instead of using ZigBee. DASH7 is an ”Open Source” protocol which
communicates on unlicensed band operating at frequency of 433 MHz. The communication
modules in DASH7 can communicate in the range of upto 2km with a precision of 1 meter which in
results gives wide range of deployment of sensor units and require very few master units.
For future work we can also develop a power level monitoring system for a wireless sensor node in
the prototype wireless sensor network which will be monitoring the power consumption of a sensor
node with respect to time span i.e., if the power consumption will be high in a sesnor node then a
power management (PM) technique will reduce the power consumption by managing the duty
cycling of a sensor node's activity [39]. The duty cycled operation in a sensor node follows sleepwakeup-sample-compute and then communicate cycle. Where most of the power consumed in
communication cycle and majority of the cycle time spent in sleep mode which is depend on built-in
hardware support [39]. This permits the average power consumption for a sensor node to reduce
the power consumption in orders of magnitude [39]. The duty cycle (D) of a sensor node’s
operation deﬁned as,

D =

t active
T

Where tactive is the time when a node is active and T = t active + t sleep

.

The power consumption of a sensor node's operation is depends on the duty cycle (D). So the
average power is given by,

P avg =

[ P active × t active + P sleep × t sleep]
T

Since we know sleep power is less than the active power. So, the average power consumption can
now be approximated as,
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P avg = P active × D
Thus in order to reduce the power consumption we can reduce the duty cycle (D) where tactive is
worst in power consumption and should be reduce as much as possible. A simple concept for a
sensor node's power consumption with its duty-cycled activity is shown in figure 43 redrawn from
[39].

Hence, by developing of power level monitoring system for a wireless sensor node. We can
investigate and manage the power consumption and duty cycle activity of a sensor node to reduce
its power consumption.
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Chapter 6

Appendixes

Appendix A: Master Unit Schematic Diagram
The schematic diagram (figure 44) is showing the wiring diagram between the various components
used in the master unit. The schematic diagram also gives the information of physical dimension
(e.g., physical length, width of the IC and space between the pins so on) of the ICs for the PCB
design of master unit.
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Figure 44: Master unit schematic diagram
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Appendix B: Soil Moisture Sensor Unit Schematic Diagram
Figure 45 is the schematic diagram of sensor unit showing the wiring diagram between the various
components used in the hardware design of sensor unit and also adds the information of physical
dimension of the ICs for PCB design of sensor unit.

Figure 45: Sensor unit schematic diagram
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Appendix C: Power Management Unit (PMU) Schematic Diagram
Figure 46 is the shcematic diagram of the PMU which shows the sequence of PMU components
(i.e., solar cell, voltage regulator, supercapacitor, charge controller, battery and multiplexer) with
respect to their connections and wiring diagram. The schematic diagram added also with the
information of physical dimension of the ICs for PCB design of PMU unit and a complete details of
jumpers pins for each individual IC with respect to their operating modes in the PMU unit.

Figure 46: Power management unit (PMU) schematic diagram
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FIGURES AND TABLES REFERENCES
The images which are taken from the internet and from research articles are redrawn or
reproduced with respect to copyright terms and conditions or by taking special permission through
email.
Figure 1. Limpopo river and map of dryland basins of South Africa. Adapted from ”Drought impact
mitigation
and
prevention
in
the
Limpopo
River
Basin”,
Available
by
http://www.fao.org/docrep/008/y5744e/y5744e04.htm#bm04.3, 2004, Drought impact mitigation.
Copyright 2004 by FAO corporate Document Repository. Adapted with permission.
Figure 2. The variability of rainfall at churchhill dam from 1951 to 2009. Adapted from ”brief
synopsis
of
drought
in
South Africa
since
1960
–
2005.'', Available
by
http://www.watersafe.co.za/2010/09/06/what-kind-of-droughts-does-south-africa-experience/, 2010.
Copyright 2010 Water & Energy Conservation Systems. Adapted with permission.
Figure 3. Interrelationship between four types of droughts. Adapted from ”Drought monitoring and
early
warning:
concepts,
progress
and
future
challenges'',
Available
by
www.wamis.org/agm/pubs/brochures/WMO1006e.pdf, 2006, p.9. Copyright 2006 World
Meteorological Organization (WMO). Adapted with copyright terms and conditions.
Table 1. Examples of sensors. Reprinted from ”Fundamental of wireless sensor network (WSN),''
by Dargie, Waltenegus & Poellabauer, Christian, 2010, p.5. Copyright 2010 John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
Figure 6-7. Communication protocols for I2C serial bus. Adapted from ”Fundamental of wireless
sensor network (WSN),'' by Dargie, Waltenegus & Poellabauer, Christian, 2010, p.61. Copyright
2010 John Wiley & Sons Ltd. Reproduced with permission.
Figure 8. Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) Communication. Adapted from ”Clock polarity and
phase'', Available by http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SPI_timing_diagram2.svg,. Copyright
WIKIPEDIA. Permission is granted to copy.
Figure 9. An example of wireless sensor network (WSN). Adapted from ”Fundamental of wireless
sensor network (WSN),'' by Dargie, Waltenegus & Poellabauer, Christian, 2010, p.7. Copyright
2010 John Wiley & Sons Ltd. Reproduced with permission.
Figure 10. Architecture of sensor networks' protocol. Adapted from ”On wireless Sensor Networks:
Architectures, Protocols, Application and Management,'' by Al-Obaisat, Yazeed & Braun, Robin,
2007, p.4. Redrawn from its original source.
Table 2. Properties of WSN. Reprinted from ”Low Power Wireless Sensor Networks Protocols,
Services and Applications,” by Suhonen, J, Kohvakka, M, Kaseva, V, D. Hämäläinen, T &
Hännikäinen, M, 2012, 10059, p.8. Copyright 2012 Springer.
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Figure 11. IEEE 802.15.4 and related protocols. Adapted from ”Low Power Wireless Sensor
Networks Protocols, Services and Applications,” by Suhonen, J, Kohvakka, M, Kaseva, V, D.
Hämäläinen, T & Hännikäinen, M, 2012, 10059, p.9. Copyright 2012 Springer.
Figure 12-13. Address centric (DC) and direct centric (DC) routing. Adapted from ”Modeling DataCentric Routing in Wireless Sensor Networks,'' by K. Bhaskar, E. Deborah & W. Stephen, 2003,
p.3-4. Redrawn from its original source.
Figure 14-15. Impolsion and overlap problem in nodes. Adapted from ”A survey on routing
protocols for wireless sensor networks,'' by K. Akkaya & M. Younis, 2005, p.329. Redrawn from its
original source.
Figure 17. ZigBee stack layers. Reprinted from ”Low Power Wireless Sensor Networks Protocols,
Services and Applications,” by Suhonen, J, Kohvakka, M, Kaseva, V, D. Hämäläinen, T &
Hännikäinen, M, 2012, 10059, p.11. Copyright 2012 Springer.
Figure 18. TDR sensor. Adapted from ”Dielectric soil moisture sensor”, Available by
http://ucmanagedrought.ucdavis.edu/PDF/DROUGHT_WEB
_DIELECTRIC.pdf,
2008,
p.2.
Copyright 2008 Agricultural and Natural Resources (ANR). Reproduced with copyright terms and
conditions.
Figure 19. Various soil moisture sensing pins. Adapted from ”Moisture Measurement Guide for
Building Envelope Applications”, Available by http://automation.binarysage.net/?dl_id=5Similar,
2004, 190, p.4. Copyright 2004 National Research Council Canada (NRC). Reproduced with
copyright terms and conditions.
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